Light-Directed Liquid Manipulation in Flexible Bilayer Microtubes.
Flexible microfluidic systems have potential in wearable and implantable medical applications. Directional liquid transportation in these systems typically requires mechanical pumps, gas tanks, and magnetic actuators. Herein, an alternative strategy is presented for light-directed liquid manipulation in flexible bilayer microtubes, which are composed of a commercially available supporting layer and the photodeformable layer of a newly designed azobenzene-containing linear liquid crystal copolymer. Upon moderate visible light irradiation, various liquid slugs confined in the flexible microtubes are driven in the preset direction over a long distance due to photodeformation-induced asymmetric capillary forces. Several light-driven prototypes of parallel array, closed-loop channel, and multiple micropump are established by the flexible bilayer microtubes to achieve liquid manipulation. Furthermore, an example of a wearable device attached to a finger for light-directed liquid motion is demonstrated in different gestures. These unique photocontrollable flexible microtubes offer a novel concept of wearable microfluidics.